2i4	NADIR  SHAH
One of the most formidable obstacles to be overcome was the complete
lack of suitable timber on the Gulf coast; Nadir, in characteristic fashion,
sought to solve this problem by having his timber cut in the Mazandaran
forests and sending it right across the country to Bushire, a distance of
over 600 miles. Early in September, 1741, it was reported that he had
ordered carts to be made for the transport of this timber,1 but in actual
practice it had to be carried on men's shoulders for the greater part of the
way, owing to the lack of roads and the mountainous country that had
to be traversed ; the transport of timber in this fashion caused as much
suffering to Nadir's unfortunate subjects as did the conveyance of the huge
blocks of marble from Maragha to Mashhad and Kalat. After receiving
a request from Nadir for the loan of carpenters and the supply of stores
and materials, the Gombroon Agent made the following comment upon
the Shah's ambitious project :
" But what probability there is of such mighty Affairs being accomplished may in
part be guessed by the means they are obliged to use for procuring Timber Bringing it
near Sixty Days on Men's Shoulders from Mazanderoon, and They must come at
every other material with equal difficulty." 2
Time was to prove the wisdom of these words.
It was stated in the Gombroon Diary on the 27th	November/8th
December, 1741, that Nadir had ordered several ships	to be built at
Bushire :
". . . of one hundred Guz Shaw3 or upwards of Three hundred English feet length by
the Keel and proportionate Dimensions; one particularly is to have 500 (sic—? 50) guns
and to bear his (i.e., Nadir's) Name, and they are to be supplied with Workmen and
Stores from the Europeans."
For the provision of the armament, a cannon foundry was erected at
Gombroon, where it was intended to cast 300 cannon ; two copper cannon
1 Gombroon Diary, 25th August/5th September, 1741.   See also Bazin, p. 318, and the
&
3o8 ;  it is stated in the latter work that Nadir ordered the governors of Resht, Lahijan,
azandaran, Fars, the Garmsirat, etc. to send " to the sea of Qulzum (presumably the
Persian Gulf) skilled carpenters who could build " grabs " and other types of vessel.
1 Gombroon Diary, ^yth November/8th December.   The Agent stated that Nadir's  raqam
ordered the Company to supply:
"three knowing Men, Carpenters to Effect a purpose he has of building Ships at
Boucheir, and That we also supply the People with what Stores they may want on
a receipt given us for which We are to be paid their Value by the Beglerbeggy. . . .
But if We fail in this Service, He shall let us fed his Displeasure."
A similar ragam was addressed to the Dutch.
'" Guz Shaw " is intended for gag-i-shah or shah gaz (more correctly, qaz) ; a gaz or shah gaz
was equivalent to about 41 inches. There is an obvious mistake in these figures, because
it was never found practicable, even in western shipyards, to build wooden vessels of such
a length as this, as the hulls could not be made rigid enough. My friend, Admiral Bajlard,
lias informed me that two mid-Victorian frigates, the Orlando and Mersey, were 300 feet
long, bat that,<f though built of the best oak on the soundest principles of naval architecture,
they sagged so badly from the natural elasticity of long timber structures that they were
total faohtres on service,"

